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Like a butterfly
Oh my youth is gone
but I don't care
now I will be
a question mark
I have to wait for the truth in me
I have to wait for an end
Maybe it's only one step ahead
maybe it's where I still stand
and it's all so nice
everyone's got a price
so don't try to cope or interfere with your world
like a butterfly
I am proudly wearing a tie
oh, I want to start over
I have been getting somewhere, somewhere
I have to wait for the perfect time
I have to wait for a sign
Maybe it's only one step ahead
maybe it's what he just said
and it's all so good
everyone's in the mood
so don't try to search for answers in this complicated world
like a butterfly
I'm falling down from the sky
Oh, I want to start over
I have been getting nowhere, nowhere
Da da did da da

V.I.P.
I want everyone to like me all the time
I want everyone to watch me all the time
I want everyone to listen to me now - all day long
I want everyone to share the things I like
I want everyone to fall in love with me
I want everyone to call me instantly when I'm alone at home

Don't get me wrong
It's where I belong
V.I.P.
I want everyone to show me some respect
I want everyone to know what's mine is mine
I want everyone to move away when I'm standing in line
I want everyone to tell me they agree
I want everyone to stand behind my back
I want everyone to trust me, what the heck
it's all I'm asking for
Don't get me wrong
It's where I belong
V.I.P.
I once believed that
I am the most important person alive
but now I know that's wrong
I want everyone to talk about their life
I want everyone to share the thoughts and love
I want everyone to do what's right for them
and I will do the same
I want everyone to laugh and set me free
I want everyone to sing along with me
What makes you, you think that you
are more important than someone else
we all are sounding bells
I once believed that
I am the most important person alive
but now I know that's wrong

Warm and Safe
So should I stay or should I leave
is this still what I believe
I always knew that I am restless
like all my inner tones are what
I need to make me feel so homeless
Magic starts when you accept

that it is true but not a fact
I always knew it will be painless
as long as you are trying to be
so tough and reckless
but no, not me
Ref:
Warm and safe
but in between
so cold and brave
what is right
and what is fright
Long ago a friend told me
that I should follow my lead
I always knew there were too many
and they might hurt someone's feeling
but then they might be so appealing
but no, not me
Ref:
Warm and safe
but in between
so cold and brave
what is right
and what is fright
So should I stay or should I leave
is this still what I believe
I always knew my thoughts are endless
like flies are swarming in my head
but now it's time to confess
yes, that's me
Ref:
Warm and safe
but in between
so cold and brave
Warm and safe here
cold and brave there

Climate
Dig the ground on your feet
Reach the sun on your head
Feel at home where you are
Catch a breeze when you can

Ref:
Let the climate be your best mate
Let the climate be your best mate
Dig the ground on your feet
Reach the sun on your head
Feel at home where you are
Catch a breeze when you can
Ref:
Let the climate be your best mate
Let the climate be your best mate
Cheesy Song (Richard Kapp / März 2008)
This might sound so cheesy to you
but for me this is happiness
I could have send you flowers
instead I sang for hours 'bout you
Remember when you made
breakfast at your flat
it was the finest I ever had
we both have been so lazy
the sky outside was hazy
but bright
I know that you want more of me
You know I want that too
good things will come to those who wait
As long as we will jump
up and down when we
meet the next time it will be ok
I could have send you flowers
instead I thought for hours 'bout you
Remember when we were
listening to the birds
then you suddenly
fell asleep
I could have send you flowers
instead I wrote for hours 'bout you
Ref
Things have been complicated
from the very start
we had our verbal fights
through all these endless nights
but in between all the phrases I somehow knew that

we always have been fighting for the two of us
and now we're here
no need to fear
let's join the ride
Things might be different now
but that's not really true
cause what I feel is I love you
It's such an empty room
when you're not here with me
I always miss your
liveliness
I could have send you flowers
instead I dreamed for hours
'bout you
Ref
This might sound so
cheesy to you
but for me this is honesty

Struggle
I'm sitting here observing you,
pure mistery, I have no clue
I see a lady talking to herself
but she doesn't seem to like
the conversation
so shut up and talk to someone else
I am not obsessed by you, I am not
Soon I will be cured from all the
struggle, struggle that hurts my brain
Soon I will forget about the
struggle, struggle with you - uh uh
Girls you fight for the wrong reason and
boys you fight for no real reason
but we, we all share a lot of reasoning
I'm stumbling to the underground
dark corners echo whispering sounds
I see a screaming man but no one cares
So he tried to raise his voice against the whispering
and failed. Are you ready to attack?
I am not obsessed by you, I am not
Soon I will be cured from all the
struggle, struggle that hurts my brain
Soon I will forget about the
struggle, struggle with you - uh uh
Girls you fight for the wrong reason and
boys you fight for no real reason
but we, we all share a lot of reasoning
I am standing here and have to face

that maybe I'm from outer space
I see a one-eyed boy with hopes and fear
and he is looking straight into my eyes
and made me disappear by killing all my lies
I am not obsessed by me, I am not
Soon I will be cured from all the
struggle, struggle that hurts my brain
Soon I will forget about the
struggle, struggle with you - uh uh
da da di da da
Soon I will be cured from all the
struggle, struggle that hurts my brain
Soon I will forget about the
struggle, struggle with you

Falling star
Where did all the things go
that we have been wishing for
nothing happend since the day
we saw a falling star
The days went on and on and on
but still we're here and wait
endless love and happiness
but we are still afraid
oh my falling star
my falling star
You fade away
like all my dreams
When we're getting older
we will live in disbelief
the tales of good and bad
are not so easy to conceive
The history of mankind grows
those superstitious fools
they're reading horoscopes
resigning their true hopes
oh my falling star
my falling star
You fade away
like all my dreams
Where did all the things go
that we have been wishing for
nothing happend since the day
we saw a falling star (4)
my falling star

my falling star
You fade away
like all my dreams

Surfin' in the rain
People in the rain, you run away in vain
but there is always hope for you and me
Either they will hide or probably decide
to catch a bus and drive back home again
Some of them will laugh a girl takes off her shoes
that's what I like about the rain
Surfin in the rain takes away the pain
it's time to wash away your fears
People in the rain
you run away in vain
but there is always hope for you
like the needles from the past
you feel the raindrops on your skin
Listen to this song and listen to the sound
when the rain hits on your door
I just love to go outside and smell the rainy air
Let's jump in the pool
cause that is really cool
that's what I like about the rain
Surfin in the rain
takes away the pain
it's time to wash your brain
before others do
it's time to wash your soul
When the time has come for us
Surfin in the rain
Surfin in the rain
When the time has come for us
Surfin in the rain
Surfin in the rain - it's no shame

Wake up, it's me
Do we see
the mirror of our face
Can we find
the way out of the haze
When we are
between our fragile worlds
Will you recognize
[Barbara Gilles sings the same in spanish]
Wake up, it's me.
Wake up, it's me
Wake up, it's me
Wake up, it's me
Are you still
the same as yesterday
Can you trust
yourself in every way
Have we met
in the darkness of my head
Is it you or me
[Barbara Gilles sings the same in spanish]
Wake up, it's me.
Wake up, it's me
Wake up, it's me
Wake up, it's me
Do we see
the mirror of our face
Where have I been
hundred years ago
How does it feel
When you are gone for good
Will you recognize

Hello World
In a world of dressed up wimps I am lazy
No need for chatterboxes and revenge
No games - I don't like to play
All I wanna say is
don't get in my way
Hello world I am telling you
that you spoil the chance and hue
of the ordinary scenery
I don't know why
but it feels like I am out of place
People simulate they're cool
today's economy is cruel
why is moral sense so popular
we learn to speak self-confident
we live the latest trends
our schedules must not bend
Hello world I am telling you
that you spoil the chance and hue
of the ordinary scenery
I don't know why
but it feels like I am out of place
Drink some coffee and read Carl Barks,
Enjoy those harmless things
Eat some food, watch the Golden Girls
those are the times to pull on
Hello world I am telling you
that you spoil the chance and hue
of the ordinary scenery
I don't know why
but it feels like I am out of place
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